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Sam presses stop then rewind— silencing Learning About Letters  before the 
credits start to roll— then he emerges from the T.V. room dressed in bright Gymboree 
colors. He wears a colander on his head. Padding past me, wearing a blank expression,
he heads toward the living room as if following a preprogrammed set of instructions.

“Hey Sam, Learning About Letters  must be over, huh?” I force enthusiasm into 
my voice, trying to show interest in that which interests him. But my words bounce off 
him as if they’ve hit a protective shield, and they come back sounding hollow and empty.

Crystal blue eyes, all knowing, all seeing, a depth of feeling unexpressed, what is
he thinking, what does he care about, what makes him sad or curious or happy? I hover
behind him. Why won’t he ever ask me a question? I’m right here, Sam, Just give me a 
smile, or look for just a second right into my eyes. All I need is a moment of recognition
—something I can take with me and hold onto when I start to feel hopeless and lost. 

Sam slips past, wordless, without so much as a glance my way. I want to grab 
him, turn him around, and force a connection— eye contact, a smile, anything. But that 
never goes well. My pleas, at first soft and warm, almost always fail to raise a response 
when he is in the middle of one of his routines, so I force the words in, raising my voice 
and holding him by the shoulders at arm’s distance. It always ends the same way. I feel 
miserable, a failure, and Sam continues on his way— blank expression, far away.

Today I trail along, just a step behind, and try to corral him with words before he 
falls deep into his solitary routine.

“So, what are you up to Sam?” . . . 
“Looks like you’re going to the living room.” . . . 
“I wonder what adventure waits for us there?” Then, pointing to the block bin, 

“Shall we build a castle with blocks today? That would be fun, don’t you think? What do 
you say, buddy, do you want to play with the blocks?” I ask Sam’s back.

I go to retrieve the blocks, but Sam turns in the opposite direction and crawls 
under a piece of climbing equipment— a brightly colored indoor playground unit. The 
space under the slide is like the space under a small table, except that it is enclosed on 
all sides. There are also openings on all sides, large enough for a small child to crawl in 
and out. I kneel by one of the circular openings, push my head through, and try to lure 
him back out to the light of day. Sam is busy, I can see, dropping his small pile of 
colored blocks— all the same size and shape —into the colander that he has removed 
from his head. It is his collection, that’s what he calls the blocks, and Sam spends hours
collecting and dumping, always returning his collection to the same spot under the slide.
Soon he will emerge with the colander full and begin to line up each block along the 
edge of the bookcase.

I don’t know why it bothers me so much—his “line up” activity. Maybe it’s 
because he’s so hard to reach and so happy to be doing something that only he 
understands, that only has room for him. It’s so strange looking, so odd, it sets him 
apart so much from “normal” kids. Sometimes I want to shout, “This isn’t how kids play, 
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this is ridiculous, just stop doing it!” as if eliminating the activity from his repertoire will 
eliminate the disability from him.

Once again I try to derail his plans.

“Hey Sam, do you want a drink? I’ll go get you some juice if you want and we can
have a special snack under the slide.”

I get the answer I usually get when Sam doesn’t want what’s offered— silence. 
No response means no. It’s that simple. Why answer if the end result is going to be the 
same, no juice? Never mind that people are left to wonder if you’ve heard the question, 
if you’ve understood what was just asked, if you are even aware that another person is 
speaking. He can speak words and understand words, but communication seems to be 
such a mystery to him.

“What is this a cave? Let’s pretend we’re exploring a cave.” I climb further under 
the slide/climber. “We need a flashlight. Maybe we can use this—” I reach for one of his 
blocks “—as a flashlight.”

Sam stops his block dropping for a moment and looks at the block I am about to 
take. He won’t try to get it away from me, or protest in any way, I know that. Instead, he 
drops his eyes and turns his head away slightly, keeping the threatened block in view. 
Then, with one arm wrapped tightly around his colander he puts his other hand on top of
his collection and presses down— tiny knuckles turned white —to keep his precious 
collection from being taken from him. I swallow a lump and drop the block.

“I’m sorry honey. You can have it. Here—” I gently push the block in his direction 
“—take it. You can do your play now, I won’t interfere,” I say, more to myself than to 
Sam. Then I stand up, walk over to the couch and slump down on the cushions. My 
energy drains out like the air from a deflating beach ball. I have to remind myself not to 
talk, to just watch and listen. My idea, my play activity, is over—a miserable flop. 
Instead, I need to figure out a way to play his game. He’s right there, for crying out loud,
but I can’t reach him.

Five minutes later Sam emerges from under the slide. Carrying his colander full 
of blocks he heads directly for the bookcase. He puts the colander on the floor by his 
feet, and then Sam squats down and selects one block. He places the block on the 
edge of the shelf then retrieves another, until all the blocks are lined up— evenly spaced
—in the same manner. Starting on one end of the line, tiny index finger extended, one-
by-one Sam reaches out and flicks the blocks to the floor.

He smiles and raises his hand in triumph. “The blocks go down,” he says to the 
air around him.

Without hesitation he collects his blocks in the colander and repeats the 
procedure—countless times. Thirty minutes pass before he returns his collection to the 
place under the slide and starts to watch another video.

I think about Sam’s block flicking through three loads of laundry. I stand staring 
out the window. I have to be honest. I hate the block line up routine because there’s no 
room for me, no room for anyone. Maybe that’s the beauty of the activity for him. He 
seems happy, truly content. If I’m going to reach my son I need to be part of what he 
likes. I need to find a way in to his activity, but without ruining his fun.
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The following day I do not chase after Sam with my incessant questions, I do not 
ruin his play or interfere with his routine in any way. Instead, I am a silent shadow on the
wall, until the block line up begins.

This time, as Sam lines up his same-sized blocks— evenly spaced —I pull blocks
from a bucket of my own and quietly line them up on my end of the bookshelf. Then, 
one-by-one I knock them down.

“There goes one, look out below, then another, splash. Let’s try for three, four, 
five in a row, all knocked down, what a round, congratulations Dad,” I say.

I look over at Sam who waits for me to finish. He resets his blocks and flicks 
them down, then pauses and looks at mine, reset and ready to go. O.K., I say to myself,
I guess it’s my turn again.

“Look at the blocks fall to the ground. Each one does its own special tumble. Boy 
these blocks know some good tricks.” 

I wait for Sam then he waits for me. Eventually, it seems as if Sam enjoys 
watching my block show almost as much as he does his own.

“Now for a real tricky feat, two blocks at once,” I announce like a circus 
ringmaster. Then I knock over double blocks, followed by triple blocks. “End of the round
folks, thanks for coming to the show.” Then I wait.

“Next round,” Sam urges, clapping his little mitts together.

I look at Sam with a wink, my face lit up with a smile. I want to keep the play 
going, keep the connection alive, so I fight the urge to wrap my arms around the little 
boy with the sparkling eyes and I hold onto my words while I busily gather my blocks. 
But when I look up I am momentarily stunned. Sam is lining up blocks too, but they are 
my blocks mixed with his blocks.

“Let’s do another set up,” he says, “bigger this time.”

When we finish the “set-up” I hold out my hand. “Good work, buddy, put it here.” 
And he does. “You do round one,” I say. And for at least an hour we take turns lining up 
blocks and knocking them down. By the time we finish we’ve knocked over blocks in a 
line, blocks stacked on top of each other, and we set an entire row of blocks in motion 
like dominoes. We collect the blocks in the colander, his blocks and my blocks together. 
Then Sam carries them to the shelf where we had set them up, pulls the block bin off 
the shelf and dumps in the colander full of blocks.

Sam puts the colander back on his head and as we walk together to the couch 
he says, “Every day we play block knock down” I reach down and ruffle his hair. “Sure 
we will, we’re a team now,” I tell him. Then he climbs onto my lap and leans into my 
body. I give him the hug I’ve been holding since the beginning of the play. Then I 
congratulate myself. I found the thread left by my little boy and followed it all the way 
into his heart. Tomorrow I will pick up another thread and see where it takes us.

The following day Sam follows his usual routine, but this time when he fills his 
colander from the block bin, he has a mix of blocks, rather than the same size and 
shape blocks we used the previous day. He looks up, his face full of anticipation, and 
briefly locks onto my gaze.
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“Let’s play the knock down game again,” he says. He quickly looks to the side, 
but his entire body smiles, from his crystal blue eyes to his chubby little slipper-socked 
feet. He nearly skips across the floor while talking nonstop about his plan for a set up. 
Together we set the blocks up and knock them down in clever and more creative ways. 
Soon it will be time for my big surprise.

After I finished celebrating our first joint play session I started thinking, this is 
great but who besides me is going to want to play this crazy game with him? That’s 
when it occurred to me that there are many games that involve knocking things down 
and setting them up again, and some of them are a lot of fun. If I can shape the block 
knock down into something a little more conventional, something another child might 
find fun, then we might have a genuine peer play opportunity— a chance to develop 
friendship skills and maybe even a relationship with his brother.

Sam sets up some of the blocks and I set up the rest. We have blocks in a row, 
blocks stacked on top of each other, blocks behind each other, and blocks forming a 
bridge. Sam wants to take the first turn, but I stop him. 

“Look Sam—” I pull from the shelf a space gun that shoots little foam rings “—
remember this?”

Sam looks at the gun, then down at his feet.

“Watch how many I can knock down with this.”

I hold the space gun up, arm’s length, and fire at the blocks just a few feet away. 
The foam rings fly out of the mouth of the gun and collide with the blocks. One or two 
blocks wobble, and then I knock out the leg of the bridge and a pile of blocks spills to 
the floor.

“I want to try, can I do it next, is it my turn?” Sam asks, reaching for the gun.

We scout about the room and gather the stray rings. Sam takes the recharged 
gun and fires away, making sound effects and celebrating every toppled block.

“We should keep our turn until all the blocks are down,” Sam suggests. Which 
means I soon became an expert ring retriever.

Sam never seems to tire of “fire practice” (the name he gives this play) and he 
easily tolerates modifications in the activity. Soon he suggests modifications of his own, 
such as rules for keeping score. We build elaborate towers and castles that can hold a 
variety of target practice objects— army men, Lego characters, plastic bugs and 
dinosaurs and the like. Taking turns, we create interesting “set ups” for each other, and 
it becomes just as much fun to build the set up as it is to knock the figures off it. Some 
days we spend the majority of time simply building castles, connecting our separate 
structures in the end. We place our figures about the building for other adventures, not 
just fire practice, and I begin making up simple stories or scripts to describe their 
mission.

“The dinosaurs are after the treasure, Sam, let’s flood the moat and pull up the 
draw bridge. Post your best guards on the top of the castle.”

The play continues with Sam adding pieces to the dinosaur castle adventure 
while I knit the details together to form a story. The story or script guides our play. Sam 
quickly becomes familiar with the story, after a few short adventures, and asks to play 
“the dinosaurs are after the treasure” every time we build a castle. He remembers all the
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story details and plays them out as we originally developed them. When it is time to 
elaborate on the play we simply develop a new chapter (Sam’s word, not mine) and put 
it together with the old chapters. Soon we are making up new chapters each time we 
play and the old chapters are put aside (I want to say the old chapters were forgotten 
because I certainly couldn’t keep track of all of them, but I have a feeling Sam 
remembers every single one).

We use every block and every figure, dinosaur, insect, and reptile in the house. I 
want to go right out and buy more, as if the magic is in these very playthings and we are
in jeopardy of running out. But the magic is in our play, our routines, our script. The 
magic is in that one thread that I followed all the way to my little boy’s heart. The magic 
is between us, now.

“Sam,” I say one day as we put the blocks away, “maybe we should get some 
more blocks. You seem to really like playing with blocks now.”

But Sam astutely corrects me. He did indeed enjoy playing with blocks, but it was
more than that. “Now I know how to play with blocks,” he says. And he never returned 
his same-size collection of blocks to the spot under the slide.
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